Hot Spot:

a place with wifi /
a place of constant change /
a place you want to be
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about Friends of
Waterfront Seattle

activating our central
waterfront now
Images courtesy of james corner field operations and the City of Seattle
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Creating a successful, lively park is a two-part formula: excellent design + diverse human activity. The
park designs created by james corner field operations (jcfo) for Waterfront Seattle are driven by the
potential for this human activity, intentionally created to support a range of public enjoyment including
recreation and play, leisure, entertainment, art installations and other cultural exchanges. Supporting
these welcoming experiences will ensure that our new waterfront is truly a waterfront for all.
jcfo’s designs will open up our central waterfront in new ways that will deepen our physical and psychic
connection to it. But why wait to start creating those welcoming experiences on our waterfront? Creating
those experiences today helps us realize the vision for our Waterfront’s tomorrow. Friends, in partnership with the City of Seattle’s Office of the Waterfront, Office Arts & Culture, Seattle Parks & Recreation,
and the University of Washington’s School of Architecture, will begin enlivening our present waterfront in
summer 2015 with events that attract the local community. Doing so will help put our waterfront on the
public’s mental map and encourage people to think about it differently. By shaping the public’s perspective on our current waterfront with diverse, thoughtful programming (and a few surprises!), we can demonstrate that change is possible, and inspire widespread enthusiasm for its coming transformation.

Friends of Waterfront Seattle is the notfor-profit dedicated to ensuring Waterfront
Seattle’s success as a beloved park. In collaboration with the City of Seattle, partner
organizations, and the community at large,
Friends is responsible for:
• Building awareness for Waterfront
Seattle and its profound benefits to our
city and region;
• Raising $80-$120 million in capital
funding for the park from philanthropic
sources; and
• Stewarding the park long-term
through maintenance, security and
programming.
Establishing Friends follows the community partnership model, which has been
proven successful for parks and public
spaces throughout the country, including Central Park and the High Line. Under
this model, local governments work with
an independent entity, typically a not-forprofit organization, to provide consistent
leadership and funding, ensuring that the
park remains a valued community asset in
perpetuity.
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Waterfront
Space

Where
proposed location

Located at 1400
Western Avenue,
Waterfront Space
features project
exhibits and events
that illuminate the
many environmental, historical and
cultural aspects of
Waterfront Seattle.

1400 Western Ave
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OPportunity

Pier 57

Working with the Office of the Waterfront and the
Seattle Parks Department, Friends has identified
Pier 57 as the most viable option for where activation can begin. This area, owned and operated
by Parks, is presently open and underutilized,
and will be least affected by seawall construction. This area is also just a few blocks away
from Waterfront Space — the project showroom
for Waterfront Seattle opened and operated by
Friends — which serves as a destination where
the public can gain an in-depth understanding of
the waterfront’s coming transformation. While
Waterfront Space will be a destination for the
public to learn more about the project, this area
on Pier 57 will complement this experience by
being a destination where the public can physically witness a glimpse of our waterfront’s future
as a welcoming, lively public space.
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What
a performance platform /
a gathering site /
a beautiful icon
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In order for early activation to work we need to
employ the two-part formula of great design +
diverse human activity. An iconic structure that
visually attracts people while providing a venue
for events and happenings would act as a micro
version of the coming transformation. Accompanying this structure would be a soft-scape
plan that introduces greenery to the area, free
Wi-Fi and café-style seating, all with the goal of
encouraging people to linger. Activating this area
with a mixture of curated and community-led
programming—with an emphasis on music—
will draw diverse audiences to the location and
cement its identity as a gathering site. The working title for this project is “Hot Spot,” as in a place
to connect to the internet and others, a place of
constant change, and a desirable place to be.
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design
considerations
& goals
Iconic, distinctive look
Attractive lighting schemes
Translucent material
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Flexible and open
Easy to secure
Supports diverse
programming
Good acoustics



Designed to
accommodate
year-round activity
Designed for potential
permanent placement
Welcoming greenery
Sturdy and lightweight
Low carbon footprint
Mobile, collapsible and storable
Designed and fabricated
locally
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Who
collaboration
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Friends of Waterfront Seattle will lead the
project to fruition and manage Hot Spot’s
ongoing success with an entrepreneurial
spirit. This will include working with the
Office of the Waterfront and Seattle Parks
& Recreation Department in overseeing
Hot Spot’s programming, operations,
security and maintenance. Friends will
also continually build community relationships to support Hot Spot’s success, and
work to maintain a connection between it
and Waterfront Space.

The City of Seattle’s Office of Art & Culture (OAC) will bring to the table over 40
years of public programming expertise.
With a vast network of organizations and
individual artists throughout Seattle’s
creative community, OAC will be strong
partner in ensuring Hot Spot’s identity as
a culturally diverse and vibrant beacon on
the waterfront.

The University of Washington’s School of Architecture has a long history
of engaging their students in community projects. For Hot Spot, the School
has enthusiastically agreed to devote a Master Studio, title Hot Spot Studio,
to develop and build a noteworthy design. In this three-quarter-long Studio
course, students will work in groups to develop and present proposed designs
for the structure, go participate in a review and selection process at the end
of the fall quarter, and fabricate and install the winning design for Hot Spot
throughout the winter and spring quarters, with its public opening scheduled
for July 1, 2015. Hot Spot’s opening will be a part of the School of Architecture’s centennial celebration in 2015.
Throughout this process, students will work with Friends, City partners, programming partners and james corner field operations to meet goals and
needs. Students will design to a budget and existing site conditions, which are
currently being assessed. See anticipated project timeline on Pages 12 and 13.
Partnering with the School of Architecture allows us to mine a range of concepts for Hot Spot’s design from young, local talent that are reviewed and
approved by faculty who are Washington licensed architects and engineers.
With the School’s ability to fabricate the structure in-house, this collaboration
also allows for the project’s design and construction to be streamlined, simplifying the path from concept to reality. Additionally, it affords the opportunity
for Hot Spot to benefit from interdisciplinary engagement with other Departments in the University’s College of Built Environment, including Urban Planning and Landscape Architecture.

Hot Spot Studio will be led by

The Studio will also receive guidance from

PETER COHAN
Associate Professor

DAVID MILLER
Department Chair,
Professor

Peter Cohan has twice
received the Lionel Pries Prize
for excellence in teaching
graduate and undergraduate
architecture design studios.
His research interests focus
on the nature of materials, their expressive
role in construction, and the practical application of tectonic theory to architecture.
He was awarded a Fulbright Grant to study
architecture in Sweden in 1986 and is the
director of an 8-week travel study seminar
to Scandinavia, which is offered every third
summer. Cohan received a B.A. in Art and
Philosophy from Augustana College in 1973,
an M.F.A. in Printmaking from Northern
Illinois University in 1977, and an M.Arch.
from the University of Washington in 1984.
He also owns a private architectural practice, Peter Cohan Architect, which specializes in single-family residential design.

Professor Miller teaches
graduate design studios
and a graduate lecture
course on architectural
design development. He is a founding
Principal with the Miller/Hull Partnership,
Architecture & Planning, designing
commercial, institutional, and residential projects. Miller/Hull is also the firm
hired to design the Pike Place Market’s
expansion, which is key to the Waterfront
Seattle park design. The firm has received
over ninety regional and national awards
for excellence in architectural design,
including twenty-four Seattle Chapter AIA
awards. Miller is a Fellow in the American
Institute of Architects; he received his
B.Arch. from Washington State University
and his M.Arch. from the University of
Illinois in Urbana.

KIMO GRIGGS
Associate Professor
Kimo Griggs teaches design
studios and workshop-based
coursework in materials,
model-making, and digitaldesign-and-manufacturing
technologies. Griggs previously taught
at the Yale School of Architecture, the
Harvard Graduate School of Design,
the Columbia University School of
Architecture, Planning and Preservation,
and Carnegie-Mellon University. He was
the 2002 Teacher of the Year at the
Harvard GSD. He established the firm
Kimo Griggs Architects in 1988. Kimo,
Inc., a design and fabrication company,
began concurrently to produce prototypes
and finished architectural components
and furniture in collaboration with his
own practice and other architects and
artists. Griggs received his B. A and
M.Arch from Yale University, and studied
at the Architectural Association School
of Architecture in London on a Rotary
International Fellowship.
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When
and
how
project timeline
September 8
School of Architecture
announces Hot Spot
Studio, faculty begins
recruiting students
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Week of
October 5
Studio meets with programmers and producers
to brainstorm around Hot
Spot uses and design
considerations

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

September 24

Throughout
October

November

December

Studio meets with james
corner field operations
to refine ideas for Hot
Spot’s design as it
relates to broader design
for Waterfront Seattle

Winter
break

January 5,
2015

February
2015

March
2015

April,
2015

May
2015

June
2015

July 1,
2015

Ongoing,
2015+

UW Winter Quarter
begins; Studio starts
fabricating the winning
design

Friends strategizes
around Crowd Funding
Campaign

Friends hosts Hot Spot
reception in Waterfront
Space

Friends launches Crowd
Funding Campaign

Promotion for Hot Spot
and its first season of
programming is rolled
out

Hot Spot is installed, and
is featured as part of the
School of Architecture’s
Centennial Celebration.

Hot Spot opens to the
public; first season of
programs are launched!

Hot Spot structure and
programs are studied
to learn about areas for
potential improvement

Hot Spot Studio begins
Students visit site

September 26
Friends hosts seminar
for Studio students at
Waterfront Space with
Office of the Waterfront
and Parks and Recreation; groups will discuss
Waterfront Seattle, the
vision for programming
on the future waterfront, Hot Spot project
logistics, and how it can
represent a preview of
the waterfront’s future
transformation

Studio creates architectural models; concepts
and designs will be used
to leverage social media
buzz
Friends’ Community
Programs Coordinator
begins working to enlist
performers and other
groups for Hot Spot’s
opening season, and
engage pier owners on
the project

Studio teams present to
Review Committee for
selection
Friends generates buzz
for selection process
through a digital campaign

Planning for Hot Spot’s
greenery, furniture, and
other welcoming elements begins

Permanent placement
for the structure is
pursued, as is winter
programming
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conclusion

why Hot Spot?
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The best way to learn and excel is through practice. Hot Spot will provide the chance to practice
and demonstrate how to think about and use our
central waterfront in different ways in advance
of park construction. It will serve as an invaluable opportunity to gain a deeper understanding
of the types of programs and events that draw
people to the waterfront, and what is involved in
executing these activities well—and in response
to real-life conditions—all of which will greatly
help Friends and the City prepare for programming the future waterfront park.
However, Hot Spot will be most influential in
providing a conduit for community members of
different ages and backgrounds to gain a new
perspective on and emotional connection to our
central waterfront. By doing this, Hot Spot will
inspire people to care about our urban shoreline
as an important part of our landscape and identity, helping to give rise to mass public support
for its transformation into a beloved park.
In short, by making Hot Spot happen today,
we can cultivate park supporters, users, and
stewards for the waterfront’s tomorrow, while
learning lessons that help us succeed in realizing
the vision for our future waterfront. But most
importantly, Hot Spot will provide opportunities
for us to gather and have fun.
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HOT
SPOT

P.O. Box 21272
SEATTLE, WA 98111
206.866.6817
www.friendsofwaterfrontseattle.org
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